Tucker Carlson on New Racist,
Anti-Western Curriculum Being
Taught in Schools Across the
United States
The left has abandoned education in favor of political
propaganda under a program called ‘Deep Equity’ that
essentially trains teachers to become activists, pitting
groups against each other through a hierarchy of oppression.
Tucker says the program instructs that men oppress women,
Christianity oppresses Islam, English oppresses Spanish, and
white people oppress everyone.
Author heather MacDonald says that the more schools become
politicized, the further the decline in basic skills. The West
broke away from colonialism and slavery, and it is responsible
for bringing the concept of individual rights to the world.
She says there is an emergency in the education system and
recommends home schooling children.

San
Francisco:
Communist
Teachers Brought Children as
Young as 5-Years Old to
Leftist
Pro-Immigration,
Anti-Trump Rally, and Coached
Them on Hateful Chants
Three public schools in San Francisco took kids as young as 5years old to march in a “Close The Camps” leftist protest. The
teachers are indoctrinating children that Donald Trump is a
racist that hates immigrants. The children are also being
lectured in public school on the preference for open borders.

Read full article here…

California School District
Will Not Allow Parents To Opt
Children Out Of LGBTQ Content
California: Murietta School District will not allow parents to
opt their children out of classes containing LGBTQ content.
Strong objections arose when parents were shown a video
featuring an ACLU staff member instructing teachers how to
teach children about oral sex, masturbation, and same-sex
relationships and how to help girls obtain abortions without
parental knowledge. This is impossible because LGBTQ content
is infused throughout the curricula, including history
classes. Murrieta School District’s Monica Gutierrez of the
Public Information Office said that the California Healthy
Youth Act requires teachers and curricula to “affirmatively
recognize different sexual orientations, be inclusive of samesex relationships, and teach students about gender identity
and gender expression.” -GEG
A California school district will not allow parents to
opt their children out of classes involving LGBTQ
content.
A representative of the district said in an email this
is because LGBTQ content is “fused throughout the
entirety of the curriculum.”
Murrieta School District previously came under fire for
a video depicting an ACLU staff member instructing
teachers how to help students obtain abortions without

parental consent.
A California school district will not allow parents to opt
their children out of classes containing LGBTQ content,
figures or historical references, emails show.
Murrieta School District says parents have the ability to opt
their children out of comprehensive sexual health, but parents
are still not able to opt their children out of LGBTQ content
when taught in other subjects, according to emails obtained by
the Daily Caller News Foundation.
The district recently came under fire after a video from the
conservative group Our Watch exposed progressive sex education
programs in California teaching children about oral sex,
masturbation, role-playing and more.
The video depicts ACLU staff attorney Ruth Dawson, according
to Our Watch, instructing teachers on how to help students
obtain abortions without parental consent. The video generated
no local or national media coverage until a tipster alerted
the DCNF.
An investigation by the DCNF found the California Board of
Education implemented progressive sex and gender education
curriculum in public schools across the state and that the
ACLU was permitted to instruct California public school
teachers on how to help children obtain abortions without
parental consent.
Murrieta School District’s Monica Gutierrez of the Public
Information Office sent a July 29 email warning parents that
misinformation was being spread throughout the district.
President of Our Watch, Pastor Tim Thompson, said the
misinformation Gutierrez was referring to was the Our Watch
video and subsequent media coverage.
“I am writing to you this morning because the inaccuracies and
false information regarding comprehensive sexual health

education is once again propagating our community,”
Gutierrez wrote in an email to a group she referred to as “key
communicators” obtained by the DCNF. She did not respond
multiple requests for comment.
Gutierrez attached a pamphlet to the email, intended to
distill rumors previously circulating in the community.
Thompson said he had proposed a model policy in a March email
to the Murrieta School District that addressed concerns
regarding LGBTQ content being taught to children. Gutierrez
denied the request and told Thompson it was not possible for
parents to opt their children out of LGBTQ content.
“We write in response to your request that the Murrieta Valley
Unified School District (“District”) mandate opt-out
notifications in grades K-12 from discussions that mention
LGBTQ content, figures, or historical references,” Gutierrez
wrote in a March 1 letter.
Gutierrez pointed out the California Healthy Youth Act,
otherwise known as AB-329, mandates teachers and curricula
“affirmatively recognize different sexual orientations, be
inclusive of same-sex relationships, and teach students about
gender, gender identity and gender expression.”
“For all sexual health education, instruction and materials
used in the District’s sexual health and HIV education must be
age appropriate, medically accurate, and appropriate for use
with students of all races, genders, sexual orientations, and
ethnic and cultural backgrounds, English learners, and
students with disabilities,” she continued.
The California Board of Education did not respond to multiple
requests for comment on this mandate.
“In practice, this means that the above-mentioned criteria
must be fused throughout the entirety of the curriculum,”
Gutierrez added.

She said parents can opt their children out of the sex
education courses but emphasized that California Healthy Youth
Act has caused LGBTQ content to be included throughout a
variety of courses and cannot reasonably allow parents to opt
their children out of courses such as history.
Thompson told the DCNF he was moved to share pictures of
Gutierrez’s emails on Facebook after the DCNF covered the Our
Watch video.
“After your article stirred everything up, they told everyone
the video was all lies,” he said. “That is when I decided to
let everyone see the letter.”
Thompson explained children can be exposed to LGBTQ content in
all areas of study, and that teachers will have the ability to
use any books from the approved framework within the
California Healthy Youth Act.
“The fact that the Murrieta Valley Unified School District
continues to mislead parents by telling them that they can opt
out infuriates me,” Thompson told the DCNF.
“They quote the opt out right pertaining to sex ed and never
tell the parents that the LGBTQ content in other classes can
not be opted out of. Everything they show the parents has to
do with sex ed, and parents don’t know that these issues are
now in history, language arts, assemblies, and the like.”
Thompson said the district policy is made very clear in the
March letter he received and has since posted on Facebook. He
added that Murrieta is not the only district doing this.
“Similar tactics of deceiving parents are deployed in
districts around our state, and our nation. It’s time for
parents to apply some very hard pressure to their respective
school boards.”
Thompson said he attended a Thursday board meeting with the
Murrieta School District where he called on the board to
declare the district a “Sanctuary School District” for

parental rights.
Read full article here…
Undercover video of ACLU staff instructing teachers on
progressive sex ed and how students can obtain an abortion:

Video
of
Danish
School
Children
Chanting
Allahu
Akbar
Triggers
Debate.
Integration
Or
Indoctrination?
A video of third-grade Danish students being instructed to
recite Islamic prayers prompted harsh criticism. The school
cited a 1993 law that requires schools to teach about various
world religions and philosophies, saying that the prayer was
used for creating understanding. A critic concerned with
European identity says that teaching about other religions
should not include requiring children to participate in the

prayers of those religions. -GEG

The methods of integrating Muslim refugee children into
Denmark’s society is at the center of a fierce debate, after a
video of
Danish pupils being trained to recite Islamic prayers prompted
harsh
criticism from conservatives.

Defenders of European
identity quickly rushed to condemn ‘Koran indoctrination’ in
schools
after a two-minute video surfaced online showing a boy of
African
descent teaching his third-grade classmates his daily prayer
ritual, all
under the careful guidance of their teacher. The entire
exercise ends
with the class kneeling and chanting ‘Allahu Akbar’ (God is
great).

The principal of Thyregod school in Vejle municipality
defended the teaching methods used during the “getting to know
each other” week, where pupils of different backgrounds had a
chance to share their culture.

Looking
at the legislation, it says that we must spread the knowledge
of
different religions, including also the practical
understanding, so yes,
I think it was a good way to teach children about religion.

The
school’s explanation, however, failed to quell critical voices
defending European identity and values, with Stephen Morris,
chairman of
the English Democrats North West, having a heated dispute with
the
chief executive of the Ramadhan Foundation, Mohamed Shafiq, on
RT.

“It
is the school’s fault in trying to teach people about
different
religions. It is one thing teaching them what goes on but
getting them
to actively pray, that is the violation of their European
rights, their
human rights. It should not be done,” Morris said.

Read full article here…

The Government Says Your Kids

Belong to the State, But this
Attorney Says No They Don’t!
Attorney Deborah Stevenson practices law in Connecticut and
specializes in education and parental rights. The theme of her
presentation is that overreaching government agencies and
rogue bureaucrats want total control over your children so
they can be molded into passive and obedient servants of those
who hold state power. She knows the law and the Constitution
and at the Expo she will explain how ordinary citizens can
just say no.

The attorney is Deborah Stevenson who practices law in
Connecticut and specializes in education and parental rights.
She is a featured speaker at the Red Pill Expo in Hartford,
Connecticut, June 7–9. If you cannot attend, you can watch the
event online after the video is delivered to the Archives of
Red Pill University.
Deborah knows the law and she knows the Constitution as well.
At the Expo, she will explain how ordinary citizens can stand
up against overreaching gove rnment agencies and rogue
bureaucrats who want to have total control over your children
so they can be molded into passive and obedient servants of
those who hold state power.
When you visit the Expo web site, you will find 27 other
speakers of similar high caliber, all of whom have experience
and knowledge that is mind boggling.
CANNOT ATTEND?
For those who are not able to attend in person, the event will
be recorded, and you will be able to view it in the comfort of

your home simply
University. This
available only to
Becoming a student

by enrolling as a student at Red Pill
will not be a live stream but will be
students immediately following the event.
is easy and very affordable.

CAN ATTEND?
Watching at home may be the ultimate convenience, but
attending in person is the ultimate experience, because you
will be able to meet Iishana Artra and all the other
speakers – and mingle with hundreds of like-minded truth
seekers from around the world. Details for both attendance and
online replay are at the links below.
YOU HAVE $30 CREDIT
For everyone who receives this message, there is $30 credit
coupon available toward either a General Admission ticket or a
VIP pass. When you arrive at the order form, enter geg in
the Promotional Code field and click Apply Coupon. We have 250
of these coupons, which sounds like a lot, but they are
running out fast. There now are only about 28 places left for
the VIP Dinner, and those tickets are being snapped up at an
accelerating rate, so I urge you to act quickly.

Early Bird prices end on May 31.

Click here for more information or to register to attend the
event.

Click here to enroll as a student or to watch online.

Oregon:
Parents
Sue
Elementary
School
After
Forced Transgender Education
and Transition Encouragement
Woodburn, Oregon: The parents of an 8-year-old boy are suing
the school district for $999,999 after they say their son’s
second grade teacher took him away from recess and forced him
to sit through transgender re-education on at least three
occasions. The boy used the bathroom for school staff, leading
the teacher to believe the boy wanted to “transition” and
encouraged him seek gender reassignment.

The parents of an 8-year-old boy in Woodburn, Oregon, are
suing the school district for $999,999 after they say their
son was taken away from recess and forced to sit through
transgender re-education as school officials thought the boy
wanted to “transition” and encouraged him seek gender
reassignment.

The Statesman Journal reports:

The parents of an elementary student suing the Woodburn

School District for
almost a million dollars say a second-grade teacher kept
their son from
recess and educated him without their permission about being
transgender.
The lawsuit filed in Marion County
Circuit Court accuses the school of false imprisonment,
negligence and
the intentional infliction of emotional distress.
The student was 8 years old when his teacher, after
noticing the boy used the staff bathroom, pulled him aside,
kept him
from recess and showed him videos and books “in an effort to
promote
(him) becoming transgender,” according to the complaint.
The then-second grader at Nellie Muir Elementary School
and his parents had made arrangements with the school for him
to use
the staff restroom because of a digestive-related medical
condition.
His teacher assumed the boy was not comfortable using
the public boys’ restroom because he was transgender,
according to the
lawsuit.
The complaint also alleges the following:
In April 2018, without notifying the parents and
without any authorization from the school district, the
teacher began
developing a lesson plan to help the boy understand what it
meant to be
transgender.
She then began keeping the student inside the

classroom alone during recess at least three times to show
him videos
and teach him “it is acceptable to become transgender.”
These lessons included episodes of the reality
television series “I Am Jazz” about a transgender girl named
Jazz
Jennings, books “I Am Jazz” and “Who are You? The Kid’s Guide
to Gender
Identity” and discussions on the difference between male and
female body
parts.
The books and show, which were recommended by an
“unknown non-school employee transgender individual,” exposed
the boy to
sexual topics and sexual discussions, according to the
lawsuit.

Read full article here…

Retired

NYU

Professor

Explains Why Students Prefer
Socialism
Dr. Michael Rectenwald, a retired NYU professor, says that
socialism spread across college campuses decades ago after
professors went to the Soviet Union and were exposed to
propaganda about the Soviet system. When they returned, they
began teaching socialism to future teachers in the US, and
that process of teachers teaching teachers has subverted the
entire education system. Rectenwald says nearly all professors
in the humanities and social sciences today are left-wing
socialists [the generic name for socialism is collectivism.] GEG

Retired NYU professor Dr. Michael Rectenwald explained how
educators are encouraging the spread of socialism throughout
college campuses, on “Fox & Friends” Monday.

“You had professors going over to the
Soviet Union from America, going over to the Soviet Union,
learning
about the Soviet system of education and being convinced that
they
should bring it to the U.S. and re-engineer the entire
education system
after it,” he said.

“And this was a professor, particularly
George Counts who came back, taught at Columbia teacher’s
college. And
he’s teaching teachers who are going to then propagate the

same ideology
that he’s teaching them. This is how it spreads.”

Rectenwald
claimed
almost
half
of
all professors in academia identify as socialist and said
nearly all of them are “leftist.”W

Read full article here…

NBC Launches News Program for
Children
That
Promotes
Leftist Values
NBC News is making propaganda videos aimed at children aged 2
-11 that has a strong leftist bias. Topics include DACA
Dreamers, refugees, sanctuary cities, and transgenders.
Leaders in the Democratic Party are featured throughout the
program. -GEG

NBC News is now making liberal propaganda

videos aimed at children “aged 2-11” for
Universal Kids.
The new series premiered on September 24, after NBC Universal
took over the children’s channel Sprout. According to a story
on the takeover from the New York Times, Universal Kids is
being marketed for children aged two through 11.
While the concept of a news show for children seems adorable
and endearing, diving into the episodes reveals a deep
Democratic Party bias.
For example, in their video titled “Diversity in the 2018
Midterms,” the show featured multiple Democratic candidates —
but not a single Republican.
“Many candidates in the 2018 midterm elections come from
diverse backgrounds, including Alexandria Ocasio-Crotez, Deb
Hallend, and Ilhan Omar,” the episode description reads.
During the episode, host Savannah Sellers begins by stating
that “the midterm elections are coming up, and this year’s
candidates are making history even before any ballots are
cast. There is more diversity among candidates than ever
before. Diversity means difference. And people who represent
all of the different people in the United States are running
for office– and feeling like they can win. Like Alexandria
Ocasio Cortez.”
“Christine Hallquist is running for governor in Vermont. If
she wins, she could be the first transgender governor in the
United States. In New Mexico, Deb Haaland could be the first
Native American woman elected to Congress,” Sellers continues.
Read full article here…

Young Antifa Protesters Are
Asked about Their Political
Preferences. Now We Know What
They Are Taught in School.
Leftist protesters in Washington DC were asked if they support
a Marxist revolution, and their answers show that they have no
deep understanding of political ideology but, instead, have
been massively exposed to Marxist slogans. [This is more
hopeful that it may seem. These young people really are
idealists. If we can reach them with truth – not so easy, to
be sure, but possible – they will realize that they have been
deceived, and many will become individualists and crusaders
for freedom and human dignity.] -GEG

Planned Parenthood Calls for
Disney Princess Who’s Had an
Abortion
Planned Parenthood in Pennsylvania tweeted that the Disney
company should expose children to extreme left-leaning themes
including a Disney princess who has had an abortion, a
princess who is pro-choice, a princess who is an illegal
alien, a princess who is a union worker, and a princess who is
transgender. The tweet was deleted shortly after posting. -GEG
Planned Parenthood argued in support of new Disney characters
Tuesday including a princess who’s had an abortion.
In a statement on Twitter, the “Planned Parenthood Keystone”
account called on the animation company to expose children to
numerous left-leaning themes.

The tweet, which received only 40 retweets, was deleted
shortly after as both supporters and opponents of the
organization voiced their concerns.
“Disney princesses are for CHILDREN and these are adult
issues. Jesus,” one supporter said. “This far-out crap is why
we got stuck with Donald Trump.”
Another pro-choice Twitter user agreed, describing Planned
Parenthood’s tweet as “extreme.”
Others likewise pushed back against the group’s demand prior
to the tweet being deleted.
Those opposed to Planned Parenthood also weighed in, both
mocking and criticizing the political tweet.
“We need a Disney princess who uses her royal authority to

defund you stupid a**holes,” the Daily Wire’s Ben Shapiro
said.
“A trans princess who is an illegal immigrant union worker who
has had an abortion. Kids will love it!” another joked.
Twitter users quickly turned the tweet into a meme, offering
up suggestions on what kind of Disney princesses are needed.
Read full article here…

Children
Are
Indoctrinated in
Queen Culture

Being
the Drag

Infowars reporter, Millie Weaver, went to the Austin
International Drag Festival to investigate how
children are being indoctrinated into fetish
lifestyles. The drag festival was sated with raunchy
language and provocative dancing with very young
children participating.
T he afternoon event
climaxed with a burlesque dance from an 11-year-old
transgender boy. -GEG
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RaRjIcwqoc0

Conservative
Latino
High
School
Student
Crushes
Liberal Teacher with Facts
New York: Leftist teacher harangues a conservative Latino
because he challenges minority-victimhood rhetoric. Teacher
says FBI statistics on crime cannot be trusted because FBI is
“seeded” in white supremacy. [Listen to this and see if this
sounds like a teacher or an agitator.] -GEG
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P-8k7YKl8hE
A high school student from the Hudson Valley area in New York,
who wishes to remain anonymous said he was challenged by his
liberal creative writing teacher for being a Latino Trump
supporter, and he captured most of the back-and-forth on
video.
Within the heated political exchange, the liberal teacher
perpetuated the notion of rampant anti-black racist police
shootings in America, claimed she was “smarter” than the
dictionary, suggested FBI statistics were bunk because the
organization is “seeded” in white supremacy, and accused the
Latino student of being a brainwashed “radical.”
Although the 12th grader cited statistics and facts, the
teacher maintained her victimhood narrative and carried on the

debate for what the student said was well over the ten minutes
captured on camera.
Here’s the student’s take, posted via a pseudonym online:
She was talking loudly about Trump and I am one of the few
right-wingers in my school. So she asked me why I supported
him seeing as how I am Latino, and he hates us. I responded
saying that he doesn’t hate Latinos, he just wants to remove
Illegals from the US. It then shifted to how there are a war
on blacks and other minorities because of cop killings, and
stated that the FBI statistics I was using were skewered
because it was seeded on white supremacy.
It finally shifted to where she said how when its a Muslim
attack, its labelled terrorism, but Vegas was not since he
was white. I told her that so far, unless something turns up,
we have not found any political or religious aims, and
therefore it cannot be viewed as a terrorist incident because
the definition of terrorism states violence in the pursuit of
political aim (((anti-fa))). At that point, she claimed
multiple times the dictionary was wrong and that she knew
more than it.
Read full article here…

